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Chechen refuges queue up for humanitarian aid of the Red Cross organization in refuges' camp near Caucasus-1 check point on Ingush - Chechen border, 03 December 1999. According to ITAR-TASS news agency, up to 50 people were killed 03 December when refugee column came under fire from Russian federal troops south of the capital Grozny.
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Kashmiri earthquake survivor  from Pattika, affected  by the Oct. 8 earthquake, carries an injured boy as they board a Red Crescent helicopter which took them down from their remote village, to the devastated city of Muzaffarabad, Pakistan, Sunday, Oct. 23, 2005. (AP Photo/Burhan Ozbilici)
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Red Cross: Military ambulance carrying a Red Cross flag transporting Russian wounded during Russo-Turkish War, 1877. From a contemporary chromolithograph.
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Iraqi workers unload a truck carrying aid sent by the Kuwait's Red Crescent to the people of Fallujah, in Basra Wednesday, Nov. 17, 2004.  Kuwait's Red Crescent sent 120 tons of aid to Iraq. (AP Photo/Nabil Al-Jurani)
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PHOTO: WOJTEK LASKI / EAST NEWS  Kleska glodu w Angoli w 1985, Angola, luty 1985.  Famine in Angola in 1985, ANGOLA, 02/1985.
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Members of the International Committee of the Red Cross, ICRC, check a truck, right, before loading it into an Antonov 124 cargo plane, left, with humanitarian supplies, to provide heavy assistance for the crisis in Darfur, Sudan, at Cointrin airport, in Geneva, Switzerland, Tuesday, Aug. 24, 2004. On six trips departing from Geneva airport, an Antonov 124, one of the largest cargo aircraft in the world, will transport 55 trucks, 27 four-wheel-drive vehicles, 10 tent hangars, medical equipment, medicines, water and fuel tanks, spare parts, tyres and other supplies weighing a total of 720 metric tonnes. (AP Photo/Keystone/Laurent Gillieron)
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An Iraqi woman, a relative of one of the people that were kidnapped in the Iraqi Red Crescent offices Sunday, stands in front of the Red Crescent sign at their headquarters in Baghdad, Iraq, Monday, Dec. 18, 2006, as she awaits news on the status of the people abducted. Gunmen in five pickup trucks pulled up to the office of the Iraqi Red Crescent Sunday, kidnapped some 30 employees and visitors, leaving the women and children behind and releasing 16 people the same day. (AP Photo/Samir Mizban)
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With Tropical Storm Arthur moving off the coast of Florida headed to the Carolinas, Jacksonville Beach, Fla., was busy with folks enjoying the heat and heavier surf, Wednesday, July 2, 2014. Elise Byrd, with the American Red Cross Volunteer Life Saving Corps, was in place in the Station Chair near the Corps station to make sure people venturing into the surf stayed safe  (AP Photo/The Florida Times-Union, Bob Mack)
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A flag floats at the top of the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) headquarters  in Geneva, on June 4, 2014. ICRC said today that one of its aid workers, a Swiss citizen, had been killed in the Libyan city of Sirte. "He was attacked by gunmen as he left a meeting with two colleagues. He died in Sirte's hospital. His colleagues are unhurt but in shock," ICRC spokesman Wolde Saugeron told AFP. AFP PHOTO / FABRICE COFFRINI
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People bring bottled water during a campaign where Macedonian citizens collect humanitarian aid of food, hygienic products, clothing and bottled water intended for the flooded regions in Serbia and Bosnia and Herzegovina, in Skopje, Macedonia, on Sunday, May 18, 2014. Macedonia already sent army and special police rescue teams to the flooded regions and Macedonian Red Cross sent rescue teams and launched a campaign for collecting humanitarian aid. The worst flooding in a century has killed at least 25 people and sent thousands fleeing their homes in Bosnia and Serbia. (AP Photo/Boris Grdanoski)
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Volunteers unload a truck containing humanitarian aid; food, hygienic products, clothing and bottled water, collected by Macedonian citizens for the flooded regions in Serbia and Bosnia and Herzegovina, at a Red Cross warehouse in Skopje, Macedonia, on Sunday, May 18, 2014. Macedonia already sent army and special police rescue teams to the flooded regions and Macedonian Red Cross sent rescue teams and launched a campaign for collecting humanitarian aid. The worst flooding in a century has killed at least 25 people and sent thousands fleeing their homes in Bosnia and Serbia. (AP Photo/Boris Grdanoski)
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27.04.2014 Warszawa Pola Mokotowskie Obchody dnia ziemi na Polach Mokotowskich  N/z   fot Artur  Zawadzki/REPORTER
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A South Korean volunteer works at a reception area where reunion applications for families separated by the Korean War are submitted, at the headquarters of Korean Red Cross in Seoul, South Korea, Monday, Jan. 27, 2014. South Korea on Monday proposed that the rival Koreas restart arranging reunions next month for families separated by the 1950-53 Korean War. (AP Photo/Lee Jin-man)
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A member of the Lebanese Red Cross inspects the site of a blast outside the Al-Taqwa mosque in the northern city of Tripoli on August 23, 2013. Car bombs exploded outside two Sunni mosques in a Lebanese city riven by strife over the war in neighbouring Syria, killing 29 people and wounding 352, the health minister said. AFP PHOTO/ANWAR AMRO
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Crewmember rescuer. French Red Cross.
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Assault on Hill 875, Vietnam, November 1967:  Members of 173d Airborne Brigade load casualties onto a helicopter carrying the emblem of the Red Cross for evacuation to a field hospital.
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Franco-Prussian War 1870-1871: Siege of Paris 19 Sept 1870-28 Jan 1871. Army Chaplain beside a fallen soldier, holding the flag of the Red Cross. From 'Souvenirs du Siege de Paris' by Jules Renard Draner. France Germany
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Medical Wagons carrying the Red Cross symbol at the battle of Magersfontein one of three major British defeats during Black Week (Boer War). Lord Methuen, with an army 10,000 strong, had left his camps on the Orange River on 11 November 1899 and begun a march north along the railway towards the besieged town of Kimberley
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World War I 1914-1918: Wounded German soldiers on stretchers in a motorised ambulance painted with the Red Cross, Eatern Front, 1915. Military, Army, Medicine, Casualty, Automobile
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TOPSHOTS  Bangladeshi Red Crescent Society members announce evacuation orders using loudspeakers on top of an auto-rickshaw as Cyclone Mahasen heads towards landfall in Chittagong on May 15, 2013. Hundreds of thousands of people in Bangladesh and Myanmar were ordered to evacuate Wednesday as a cyclone bore down on coastal areas home to flood-prone refugee camps for victims of sectarian unrest.  AFP PHOTO/ Munir uz ZAMAN
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